
Unforgettable support from Relief Society of Tigray 

(REST) 

Last summer the farmers of Tigray were in hurry to sow and harvest what 

they did plan to gain from their farmland. As usual many types of crops or 

cereals and vegetables were sowed aiming to transform the lives and 

livelihoods of many Tigrean farmers. For the increment of the income, 

essential agricultural inputs and different fertilizers purchased and 

distributed based on the request of the farmers. In the same way development 

agents from governmental and nongovernmental organizations deployed and 

assigned to support with great inspiration for the coming harvest season.  

Unfortunately, the distribution of the summer rain was not enough in some 

districts of the region due to the El Nino. It was the saddest and challenging 

time. Very difficult to confront; in some districts of the region totally there 

were no rain, no green grass; it was totally sunny summer. During the rainy 

season farmers faced many problems. The watering points get dried; there is 

no grass to be grazed in the fields.    

Although the time was very hard and seems difficult to pass, the community 

starts to tackle the effect of the drought through the help of different 

governmental and nongovernmental aid organizations. Some elders compare 

the drought with the 1984/85 drought in the northern Ethiopia. But the truth 

is the current drought is much heavier than the previous one. What makes it 

very easy is that the strong bondage of the government with non 

governmental organizations and the capacity of the farmers which is built on 

tackling natural shocks learning from the previous experiences.  

The Relief Society of Tigray (REST) which is the prominent local 

nongovernmental organization started as usual helping boldly the drought 

victim peoples of Tigray in its intervention districts and the vicinity sub 

districts. From the very beginning, the severity of the drought is studied very 

well and the drought prone areas also selected accordingly. Looking at the 

readiness of the government and nongovernmental organizations like REST, 

the hope and strength of the drought affected people became increased from 



time to time and stuck on the usual development agendas without 

displacement. REST in collaboration with its kind donors especially with 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID), emergency food 

aid is provided with continually circumstance in line to the enhancement of 

the activities of sustainable development to mitigate the people with no 

displacement and loss of human life. The people took prolific relief from the 

provision of the aid. By now, metric tons of commodities deployed nearby to 

the drought victims with necessity equipments. 

 Besides, in southern part of Tigray, Raya Azebo, Raya Alamata, Ofla districts 

hay and concentrated animal feed distributed for the hot spot 1 farmer which 

is budgeted from crisis modifiers in collaboration with USAID –GRAD project 

worth of 4.5 million birr. Totally the animal feed is more than 22500 bales of 

hay and 2540 quintals concentrated feed. As a result, from the distribution of 

both the hay and concentrated feed more than 6,429 households are 

benefited. Surprisingly, the bales of feed are not collected simply from the 

nearest grass lands, mountains and hill sides, it is collected, bought and 

transported from North western Tigray and then distributed in southern part 

of Tigray after having transported crossing hundreds of kilo meters.  

     

Mr.Tekleweini Asefa, REST Executive Director, expressed to the local Medias 

the current stand of REST in fighting the drought caused by El Nino in line 

with all stake holders.  

The director said ʺ this year; it is critical time for REST. We follow two ways. 

The first and the critical one is transporting and addressing the emergency 

food aid to the selected drought victims with high accountability and 

responsibility. Here, we have big target sense that no one moves leaving the 



usual residence to find food rather the food aid is going to be transported to 

the victims and needs. So far we are successful with stand the the issue of 

drought. In this way we have gained enough food aids until the coming 

December 2016. We took it as great achievement way to tackle the drought. In 

addition to this we start to help the farmers in 3 weredas of southern Tigray 

by providing animal feed in collaboration with our big donor USAID-GRAD 

project. The second path that we are following is enhancing the usual 

activities of sustainable development without stopping for a moment.” Finally, 

Mr. Teklewini under lined that fighting the current drought is demanding 

hands from all concerned organizations and wealthy individuals. It is time for 

the other NGOs to follow the foot print of REST and take experience from 

REST and do the lesson efficiently and effectively. 

      

                                                                                                                        While 
distribution of the bales in tabia Wargiba 

Residents of Raya Azebo, sub district Wargba, Mrs Sinadyo kealom and 

Mr.Hiluf kiros together explained their view point to the local Medias. They 

said that at the beginning of this year after we came back with empty hands 

from our farm land, gaining human food was our daily nail-biting issue but 

with expected time emergency food aid is distributed and take relief about 

since our burden issues get solved as much as possible. To tell the frank, today 

we are in deep meditation because in our course of life we have never seen 

organizations like Relief society of Tigray (REST) which can buy, transport 

long journey and distribute hay and then hand over to the farmers for free. 

This is unforgettable support. This occasion made us to love and remember 

REST with its kind donor USAID-GRAD project for ever.  
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